


“To create is likewise to give a shape to one’s fate”
Albert Camus



Founded in 1969, the Ragaini Group was born out 
of the ambition of Tommaso Ragaini who decided 
to reboot the family-run business, committed to 
the installation of heating and hydraulic systems 
for civil and domestic use since many years. Along 
with his three brothers, Tommaso Ragaini gave 
shape to his vision by starting the RAG-ALL a 
company that very shortly, became a European 
leading manufacturer of die-cast Aluminum 
radiators for heating systems. Undisputed 
competence, creative talent and professionalism, 
along with technological innovation covered by 
patents, made freshly new ideas to turn out the 
forerunners of sustainable well-being present 
trends.

WHO WE ARE



In a path scattered with difficulties, generated by always growing 
challenges, success and joy did not take long to arrive when 
a continuously renewed optimism encouraged investments 
in new technologies and in the consequent development of 
innovative solutions.

Nowadays Ragaini Radiatori is a leading player in the field 
of die-cast Aluminum radiators, with many clients in Italy and 
abroad and always looking to new horizons. The future of the 
group is expected to be rich in new challenges and projects, 
in a process of constant renewal aimed to strengthen its 
international market presence. 





PHILOSOPHY



“Life is a 
mathematical 

equation. In order 
to grasp the most 
from it, one must 

learn how to convert 
negative events 
into favorable 
opportunities.”

Antonia Gravina



Thinking about industrial waste as a resource 
and not only as a cost, sound in the 1970s 
an extraordinary pioneering conception. 
The intuition to create heating bodies with 
recycled materials plaid a key factor in 
the establishment and consolidation of the 
company in the market. 

Aluminum, a metal that can be recycled 
repeatedly without any quality loss was 
chosen because of its extreme flexibility, high 
thermal and electrical conductivity, excellent 
resistance to the corrosion, great reflecting 
power and, therefore, endless possible 
applications.



Since the beginning, Ragaini brothers 
organized their company to handle internally 
the whole production cycle of the Aluminum 
radiators they aimed to produce: from the 
recovery of wastes and scraps, to the final 
product they wanted to be featured by with 
extreme lightness, ease of installation and 
maximum efficiency.

A courageous choice that embraces the 
principle of the eco-friendly progress and 
is still the hallmark of the company, which 
participates in the Green-heater program for 
sustainable heating systems.



“Things that are deeply believed in always happen. 
Belief is the element that makes things happening.”
Frank Lloyd Wright



Challenges offered by a highly competitive and 
rapidly changing market pushed the Ragaini 
brothers to look constantly for innovative 
solutions that meet needs and desires of a wider 
customer base.
It is in the desperate research for the perfect alchemy 
between efficiency and creativity, functionality 
and style, that the new AD-HOC line sees the 
light in 2002: a collection of Radiators and Towel-
warmers distinguished by a refined and elegant 
design conceived following the highest standards 
of ambient furniture.



So behaving the company moved 
an important step forward to the 
diversification of its distribution network 
and opened consequently up to a new 
market segment. Important international 
awards were thus recognized.



OUR
STORY



1969

1970
1972

1989

1997 2002

2006

2017

The four Ragaini 

brothers found 

RAGALL (Ragaini 

Alluminio).

The company enjoys an important growth 

with the foundation of MECTHERM’s factory 

and brand. RAGALL and MECHTERM allow 

the Group to become a leading player in the 

1970s Aluminum radiators market.

BAXI-ROCA becomes partner to 

RAGAINI that indirectly enter the 

Spanish and the Portuguese markets. 

LOMET S.p.A. is started by Ragaini that 

holds the 75% of shares and BAXI the 

25%.

Acquisition of 

ARCHFER (HOX 

since 2000): a 

company specialized 

in steel radiators and 

towel-warmers.

Ad-Hoc acquires HOX while FORM  and 

MECHTERM merge into RAGALL. As 

of that time are two poles of excellence 

governed by the group:  the former 

specialized in high-end furnishings 

and design elements, the latter in the 

production by fusion of aluminium 

radiators. The whole business of 

GRUPPO RAGAINI’s 

business and LO.MET’s 

too, merge into RAGAINI 

RADIATORI S.p.A.: 

a simplified company 

structure, the scope of 

which is to increase the 

management efficiency.

DECORAL that produces and markets special radiators 

and entry price models is acquired to dedicate to D.I.Y.

Launch of AD-HOC luxury line: a new way to conceive 

radiators. Opening of a factory in Romania to supply the 

former Soviet Union countries.



THE
COMPANY



Ragaini Radiatori is in Loreto (Ancona, Italy), just 1.5 
km away the Loreto/Recanati’s A14 motorway Pay-
Toll. All the activities of the Company are carried 
out in the Italian plants, which span a covered area 
of 54.000 sqm.

The production plant is equipped with all the areas 
and facilities needed to carry out the complete 
production process of die-cast Aluminum 
radiators. 
Aluminum scraps of all kind, originated either 
by the automotive industry or by the hose-hold 
appliances are collected and stored in the large 
forecourts of the plant, before being melted.



Then following molding stage is carried 
out in a mold-making workshop, fully 
equipped for the production and 
maintenance of die-casting steel molds. 
The mechanical processes of assembly 
and painting, up to the packaging of 
the finished product, take place in a 
dedicated area.









The production cycle of Ad-Hoc design 
radiators and Towel-Warmers collection is 
located in a separate area of the plant  that 
hosts reception and storage warehouses of raw 
materials, and fittings, assembly, painting-shop 
and a product finishing facility. Ad-Hoc products 
are the result of highly skilled workers passion 
and work.



“Without craftsmanship, inspiration is 
a mere reed shaken in the wind”
Johannes Brahms



OUR
BRANDS



COMFORT 
LINE



LUXURY
LINE



AWARDS



NEO and CIUSSAI  

were selected 

for the ADI 

DESIGN INDEX, 

conquering 

the jury of this 

yearbook which 

collects the best 

products of 

national design.

NEO and CIUSSAI 

were selected once 

more for the ADI 

DESIGN INDEX. 

BLOCK  gained the 

DESIGN PLUS 2007 

award, sponsored by 

the German Design 

Council to the most 

innovative and eco-

friendly designs.

CIUSSAI earned the 

“2008 COMPASSO 

D’ORO” mention for 

the XXI Edition of 

COMPASSO D’ORO 

ADI Prize, much sought-

after by designers and 

companies all over the 

world. 

BLOCK was mentioned 

at  DESIGNPREIS, official 

prize of German Republic.

The Motus and Newup 

models have received 

a special mention at 

GRANDESIGN-DESIGN 

ETICO 2008.

CIUSSAI was awarded as 

“Best domestic appliance 

in the world” in the Design 

Awards by the prestigious 

WALLPAPER* British 

magazine, going through 

several exhibitions such as 

MADE IN ITALY & ITALY IN 

MADE. CIUSSAI again, was 

also included in the Historical 

Collection of  Compasso d’Oro 

award and in the Farnesina 

design collection (Rome - 

Villa Madama). Six AD HOC 

radiators were exhibited at @

MAD New York Totally Rad: 

Karim Rashid Does Radiators 

March 4 - May 17, 2009.

CIUSSAI again 

was included in 

FARNESINA DESIGN 

2010.

TIKI  model received 

a special mention at 

DESIGN PLUS 2011 

along with other top 

products of Italian 

design.

2004
2005

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011



RAGAINI RADIATORI S.p.A. 

Zona Industriale Brodolini, 46C

60025 Loreto - (An) Italia

+39 071 75 00 740 info@ragainiradiatori.com

info@madeadhoc.com www.madeadhoc.com

www.ragainiradiatori.com


